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ABSTRACT 

This paper sincerely attempts to highlight the extensive controversies concerning the 

constitutional legitimacy of Article 323A and Article 323B of the Indian constitution because 

it can be clearly perceived that the exclusion of the dominion of the tribunal with reference 

matters revolving around service that was absolutely against the interiority of the 

Constitution. It can be witnessed that in various cases starting from Keshavanand Bharti v. 

State of Kerela case to the very famous case of Sampat Kumar and on so far side the Court of 

law has attempted to line this particular contention to conclude however its way is full of 

controversies. Nevertheless, the whole issue is finally lively within the lending light decision 

of L. Chandra Kumar’s case. A radical deliberation of this case is stretched till an extended 

manner regarding the stands of the executive Tribunals facing the facility of judicial review 

and therefore the cardinal structure of the Constitution with leading case laws to substantiate. 

It additionally tries to answer some basic aspects like whether or not potentiality of judicial 

review, a fundamental feature of the Indian Constitution presented upon the tribunals 

underneath Articles 226 and 227 of the Constitution is diluted or quarantined wholly denying 

the litigants right to approach the High Court, whether or not such litigants mustn't have a 

right of statutory attractiveness against any order of the Tribunals, as providing the remedies 

underneath Article 136 of the Constitution is avowedly not a right of attractiveness rather a 

method to advance towards the apex court i.e. the  Supreme Court and the circumspection of 

the apex Court to consider the petition or not. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a chase to follow and execute administrative law and to make the country dispute free, 

there comes a need to attend to all the disputes which arises in front of the court with the 

same seriousness and precision. But sometimes it is impossible to execute resolves regarding 

every minute case or some specific cases which requires technicality. This gave rise to an 

idea for the establishment for of institutions for discharging judicial and quasi-judicial duties. 

Made with the intention of taking off the workload off the court of law these institutions are 

set up to deal with specific problems like tax related disputes or administrative disputes. This 

institution is called as a ‘Tribunal’. 

NEED OF TRIBUNAL  

There are several reasons for the formation of tribunals. Some of them are – 
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1. The inadequacy which presides in judicial system – It is impossible to resolve each 

and every conflict that needs to be resolved. It could also be a slow and costly process 

and fast execution in all matters is simply not possible. For this reason tribunal for 

specific reason for specific cases are required to take the burden off the courts.
3
 

2. The judicial system is rigid and is held by rules of evidence – Traditional judicial 

system is conservative and rigid and often always stern and technical. Tribunal on 

other hand does not bound by rule of evidence and only follows principles of nature 

of justice. This is why tribunals are needed to make use of practical methods to settle 

practical disputes. 

3. Preventive measures – Administrative authorities can sometimes take some 

preventive measures even before the parties in dispute appear before tribunal such as 

licensing and rate-fixing etc. 

4. Effect enforcement – In case of tribunals the administrative authorities can undertake 

such processes 

5. Need for expertise in specific cases – Sometimes certain disputes are technical. 

Sometimes judicial system cannot preside over such cases. Whereas tribunals are 

handled by experts and may be able enough to resolve such cases. 

6. Tribunals are needed for inexpensive, fast and flexible adjudication. 

EVOLUTION AND IMPORTANCE OF TRIBUNALS - 

In developed and developing countries, the growth of tribunals has been a significant 20th 

century phenomenon. In India, from time to time, many tribunals have been set up both at the 

center and states, established to perform functions related to various areas of activities. A 

need to provide speedy and inexpensive assistance to the existing courts, gave rise to an idea 

of establishing institutions called Tribunals to overlook specific cases where expertise or 

practical approach in a field is needed. In 1976, through the 42nd Amendment, two new 

articles, Article 323A and Article 323 B were put in the constitution. These provisions  were 

introduced by 42nd Amendment Act according to the recommendation of Swaran Singh 

Committee. In this amendment Part XIV-A was introduced . 

Both the articles provided provisions for constituting tribunals for specific areas of issues. In 

2010, the Supreme Court gave a clarifying statement that the subject matters under Article 

323B are not exclusive, and legislatures can create Tribunals on any subject matters as long 

as it’s under their purview as specified in the Seventh Schedule of the Constitution. 

Tribunals have been created as substitutes and subordinates to High Courts. For tribunals 

which are substitutes to High Courts, the appeal from the decisions of such Tribunals lies 

directly with Supreme Court. In case of Tribunals which are subordinates to High Courts, 

appeals are heard by respective corresponding High Courts.
4
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Over the last few decades, the Tribunal system has been developed as parallel to the 

traditional court system. The first tribunal which was created was Income Tax Appellate 

Tribunal in 1941. Then after the insertion of the two articles under 42
nd

 amendment, many 

tribunals were set up for various purposes. The Finance Act, 2017 merged 8 tribunals on the 

basis of same functions. In 2021, a Bill has been introduced which abolishes 9 tribunals and 

transfers their matters to the courts. 

IMPORTANCE OF TRIBUNALS  

The Tribunal system goal was to seek simple access to specialist adjudicators without any 

expense of the applicants. The idea was to not charge for the application to tribunals and the 

hearings to be informal and to make it feasible for the applicants as it does not follow the 

rigid rule on the basis of evidence and can allow applicants to represent themselves. The need 

for the tribunal system was to resolve cases and disputes quickly without any stalling while 

everyone can have the right to have fair justice. 

Some of the advantages of the tribunals are as follows – 

 Procedural advantages – Due to the advantage of the flexibility, the Tribunals 

started adapting to handle complex issues faster and effectively which made the 

Tribunal decisions quick, saving time and money. The whole intention on which the 

Tribunals were made was that it should be cheap, affordable and accessible by 

everyone. 

 Informality – The rule of evidence is absent and the Tribunals follow a principle of 

nature of justice. As the rigid rules are not present the Tribunals can make flexible 

decisions regarding a case. Due to this flexibility, the complaints don’t need to be 

strictly represented by a lawyer. The person approaching the Tribunal can also make 

the case and make his side of the case in the hearing.
5
 

 Specialized approach – Tribunals have a specialized approach to cases as the judges 

who makes judgment on the cases might not be trained in law as in the normal courts, 

but rather they can be person who are specialists in a certain aspect and having basic 

knowledge of law. It gives a practical approach to the cases and helps to solve the 

dispute more effectively. 

 Cheap and Speedy remedies – The process of the Tribunals are fast and cheap in 

contrast to the methods of the Traditional Judiciary courts which can be slow and 

expensive. The Tribunal hearings happen on the specified date or within a period of 

time and the decisions pertain to all the provisions under law. It helps in disposing 

large number of cases in a short span of time.  

 Accessibility – The Tribunals were established so that the people can easily and 

promptly approach the Tribunal without the hassle of the normal ordinary courts. 
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TRIBUNAL VIS-À-VIS HC  

In our pursuit of our goal to follow administrative law, many number of disputes can emerge 

which requires mediation and adjudication to settle them. We have court of law and tribunals 

for this matter. Courts and tribunals helps in resolving disputes in a peaceful, fair way by 

applying all the relevant law to particular set of circumstances. Their biggest role is to take 

decisions regarding particular disputes brought before them. 

An Administrative tribunal and a court are similar in certain aspects. Both an Administrative 

tribunal and Courts are established by the state. Both deals with the conflict among parties in 

which rights of the subjects are hampered. 

But an Administrative Tribunal is not a court though. It has its similarities but the difference 

between the court and an administrative tribunal is real.  

In order of getting the fine line which separates the two, proper distinction is much needed 

for a thorough understanding. 

 Court of law is a part of customary judicial system, belonging to the judicial 

department, where the judicial powers are obtained from the state and whose function 

has been applying the laws to controversies which are presented before it and  

administration of justice to the public. 

Whereas an Administrative tribunal is an agency created by the statute and which are 

invested with judicial power. 

 Judiciary power to try all cases that are of civil in nature resides with civil courts, 

except where the cognizance is either expressly barred or impliedly barred. 

Tribunals which are called as the Quasi-judicial bodies have the authority to try out 

the cases on special matters that are statutorily conferred to them. 

 In respect to tenure, terms and conditions of service, judges of the court of law are 

independent of the executive. 

But Administrative tribunals are completely dependent and are in the control of the 

Executive. 

 Courts must come to a decision to all the questions objectively basing on the facts, 

evidence and the materials which are presented before it. However the decision of  

administrative tribunal might be subjective and they may decide questions by taking 

departmental policy into account. 

 Vires of legislation can be decided by the court of law but an Administrative Tribunal 

does not have any power over it. 

There are many ways disputes can be resolved without always involving a trial before a judge 

in a court of law. That is where Administrative tribunal comes to play. Tribunals run parallel 

to court systems but are not a part of the court system.  

The tribunals are set up keeping in mind to resolve the disputes faster and of being less 

formal and expensive rather than using the traditional court system to solve the disputes. This 
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is the reason why tribunal members who make decisions are usually someone who have 

special knowledge about the topic of issue rather than trained by law.  

PROVISIONS OF CONSTITUTION  

As we know tribunals were set up for certain purposes, however it was not an important part 

of the original Constitution of India and it was inserted by 42
nd

 Amendment Act, 1976. 

Two articles came into place, article 323A and article 323B.  

Article 323A
6
  

This article gives Parliament authority for establishing tribunals to resolve disputes regarding 

to recruitment of public servants, conditions of service of public servants, of posts in both the 

Union government and state government. 

The law under this clause must provide for the constitution of administrative tribunal 

separately for Centre and State. It should specify their jurisdictions and powers and provide 

procedures which are to be followed. It should also provide for transfer of pending cases to 

administrative tribunals, to repeal or amend any order and to contain provisions which are 

supplemental, incidental and consequential. 

Article 323B
7
 

This article gives authority to appropriate legislature in order to provide adjudication. The 

matters which are dissolved under this article are collection and enforcement of tax, levy, 

assessment, import and export, foreign exchange,  land reforms, industrial and labour 

disputes, ceiling on urban property, etc. 

The law in this clause may supply for the establishment if the hierarchy of tribunal. It has to 

provide specific jurisdiction and procedure etc. 

Article 136
8
 states that the SC is empowered to accept appeals with special leave from 

tribunals and  article 227. 

The High courts have the power of superintendence over the courts and tribunals. 

There are some main aspects by which Articles 323 A and 323 B differ like – 

 Article 323A is about the establishment of tribunals in relation to public service 

matters only while Article 323B is about the setting up of tribunals for other 

particular matters. 

 Tribunals that comes under article 323A can be set up by Parliament only whereas 

tribunals that comes under article 323B can be set up by both Parliament as well as 

State Legislatures in respect to the cases which fall under their competence. 
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 In article 323A  hierarchy of tribunals is not there but it can be created under article 

323B.  

TRIBUNALS IN INDIA  

In 1941 first Tribunal was established which was Income-Tax Appellate Tribunal. To 

decrease the workloads of the court and to speed up decisions tribunals were established. The 

42
nd

 Amendment Act, 1976 brought a massive change all over the country regarding the 

adjudication of disputes in the country. This brought in articles 323A and 323B in the 

Constitution of India, whereby the goal of creating Tribunals was to make judgments on the 

matters specified in the clauses.  

ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL 

Main objective of administrative tribunals is taking down some burden off of the courts on  

cases which can be resolved peacefully and not every disputes needs to take it to courts. 

Administrative Reforms Commission (1966-70) came up with the suggestion to set up 

tribunals which will function as the appellate authority for decisions on some special cases 

given to them. 

The parliament enacted The Administrative Tribunals Act, 1985, under  article 323A. 

Article 323A and 323B were incorporated into the Constitution of India through amendments 

considered as landmark amendments in administrative law. 

ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL ACT, 1985  

Administrative Tribunals came into being under act of Parliament which is known as 

Administrative Tribunals Act, 1985 which has its origin from article 323 A. It resolves 

conflicts and general issues which are related to recruitment and condition of public service 

and posts in relation with the Centre as well as State affairs. 

This Act provides for three types of tribunals:- 

 The Administrative tribunal established by Central Government called Central 

Administrative Tribunal (CAT). 

 On receipt of request in this regard from any of the State government, Central 

government, for such state related affairs, may set up or create an administrative 

tribunal. 

 States can ask for Joint Administrative Tribunal (JAT), that allows them to use 

power of the tribunals in these cases.  

CHARACTERISTICS OF ADMINISTATIVE TRIBUNALS  

1. With a statutory origin, an administrative tribunal is a creature of stature. 

2. It has some similarities with the court of law but it’s not a part of court system.  

3. It performs quasi-judicial functions as a distinction from functions which are purely 

administrative in nature. 
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4. It does not follow rules of evidence, rather follows principles of nature. 

5. In the discharge of their functions, it enjoys independence from any administrative 

interference. 

6. Against the decisions of administrative tribunals, the prerogative writs of certiorari 

and prohibitions are available. So tribunals should act impartially. 

LEADING CASE LAWS 

In one of the very landmark case of S.P Sampat Kmar v. Union of India the very structural 

legitimacy of the administrative tribunals acts of 1985 came into the limelight. It primarily 

challenges the exclusion grounds of the jurisdiction of the HC and article 226 and 227 with 

respect to service matters. Therefore, it closes all the doors of a fair judicial review which is a 

very crucial characteristic of the constitution.  

However, the court of law has sustained the applicability of the same statute excluding the 

section 6(1)(c) of the same. The honorable court vindicated that even though the said act had 

precluded the very jurisdiction of the powers of judicial review performed by the honorable 

HC with regards to the service matters and not the complete idea of judicial review. The act 

didn’t eliminate the judicial review of the SC guaranteed under article 32 and 136 and 

therefore that has been kept untouched
9
. 

Hence, the presence of a respected authority cannot be denied where circumstances with 

injustice can be dealt with by the powers of judicial review performed by the courts. A very 

fundamental characteristic of the Indian constitution is the judicial review which can be 

restricted from a specific portion only with the availability of an alternative efficacious 

institutional framework is given with.  

Nonetheless, due to the unhindered powers provided to the government for the assignation of 

Chairman, Vice Chairman, and others in the tribunal by the section 6(1)(c) of the act, the 

court stated it to be outlawed. All these appointments are to be proceeded by the respective 

government only after a productive and significant consultation with the Chief Justice of 

India.  

The honorable court prescribed that the total duration of the Chairman, Vice Chairman and 

other members of the tribunals which is mentioned to be 5 years as per the act is irrational in 

nature as it would lead to deterrence of good and hardworking people from accepting the job 

in the tribunals and hence should be extended on reasonable grounds.  

The instructions which came forward by the SC came into force validly through the 

Administrative Tribunal Act, 1987.    

Some of the succeeding cases also witnessed the bubbling of indistinguishable questions. One 

of them was the famous case of L Chandra Kumar v. Union of India.  
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The major issues concerning the court in the case of L Chandra Kumar was that firstly, the 

primary matter revolved around article 323-A (2) (d) and article 323 (B) (3) which dealt with 

jurisdiction of HC. The instantons case problem was whether the barring of the jurisdiction of 

HC was going in the opposite direction against the principle of review by the courts which is 

a very fundamental aspect of the Indian constitution. While answering the questions the court 

took into account various possibilities from several laws like administrative tribunal act, the 

Sampat Kumar judgement and, many constitutional assembly debates. Eventually it came to a 

conclusion after heedful contemplation of the events mentioned that there is no doubt about 

the review by the courts being an essential fragment of the fundamental structure of the 

Indian constitution. The court very well counted on the idea proposed by Dr. B. R. Ambedkar 

about the article 32 being the soul of the constitution. Secondly the matter was regarding the 

proficiency of article 323 B or article 323 A of the constitution of India which was had 

capacity to examine the constitutional legitimacy of a rule prescribed by the statute or 

provision if any. In this regards the honorable court held that observing the incessant increase 

in the rate of filling cases in courts, it has become crucial to avail the possibility of making 

substitutes platforms for judicial review. This straight away strengthened the resolution made 

in Sampat Kumar case where the court had observed the huge pending cases and the need to 

create alternative forums to deal with in HC. More indispensably the honorable court upheld 

that the judgments made by the tribunals will very well come into the purview of judicial 

review by the HC under the guidance of article 226
10

.  

The honorable bench while pronouncing the matter observed the various statutes prescribed 

by the administrative tribunal act especially section 28 of the same. It minutely strangled the 

exception to section 28 which is enacted with article 323 A of the constitution of India. The 

exception was with regards to the jurisdiction of the apex court under the guidance of article 

136 of the Indian constitution, and these were already amended in the previous milestone 

case of Sampat Kumar. The court also contended that the primary motive backing the act was 

to come up with free standing and self-reliance and an exclusive platform for determining all 

the matters regarding service. But it is to be noted that it was crystal clear of the fact and the 

intention of it to be a substitution or an alternative but not a supplemental while playing its 

role. With the concern the case of Sampat Kumar was absolutely right as it inherited the 

concept of alternative institutional procedure. With the backdrop of huge pilling up of 

pending litigations in the HC. 

• There is the presence of the need of the hour for gladding the huge mounted up of 

unfinished litigations that has assumed an enormous proportion. 

• This is the bitter truth that the Tribunals haven't executed its duties up to the suppositions it 

might not be justified to project these issues to the terribly primary propositions of its 

institution and clasp them as unsound. The explanations for the institution of the Tribunals 

exist till now and became a lot of pronounced within the recent times 
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It can be seen that the bench all through the case has focused that the Tribunals are not 

alternatives of the High Court but are supplementary or additional in nature. Nonetheless, it 

recommended the following changes: 

• It can perform as an additional institution and every one such selections of the Tribunals are 

predisposed to the inspection before a Division Bench by the various High Courts. 

• The argument that the designation of body members to body tribunals ought to be restricted 

can't be welcomed as a considered mixture of members of the court and people from ground 

level expertise would definitely be higher appropriate for the aim of speedy and economical 

discharge of justice. 

• To take away the unskillfulness of the Tribunals, it ought to be created with yjr condition of 

superordinate jurisdiction of the supreme court. 

CONCLUSION 

Strength of review by the courts over legislative gestures is unconditional within the High 

Courts and also in the apex Court Beneath Articles 226 and article 32 severally is that the 

fundamental scripture of the Constitution. Capacity of judicial oversight over selections of 

each and every courts and Tribunals at intervals other jurisdiction is that the primary structure 

of the Constitution. Legislative action’s review with respect to the power by subordinate 

judiciary or Tribunals generated beneath standard legislation can't come under the debarring 

of the High Courts and also the apex Court. Nonetheless, they will act additional as 

opposition to an alternative role in this regard. Tribunals deep-seated beneath Articles 323A 

and 323B have a lot of ability to check toxicant of the lower legislation excluding the faults 

of their parent statutes. All its selections are with the condition of proper inspection before 

Division Bench of their individual High Courts under the guidance of Articles 226 and article 

227.There is no charm to lie on to the Supreme Court under the Article 136. The same 

indications would be in force considerably. Appointment of body members needn't be 

restricted. Until an entirely freelance body is about for the aim of overseeing the operating of 

the Tribunals, all such Tribunals are going to be under a single umbrella of single nodal 

ministry the members of which would be fittingly be a Ministry of Law. 

It may be finished that within the current situation, the administration has become a crucial a 

part of the govt. and equally of the citizen’s life. The reason being the increase in its role it 

has become a stringent need to initiate a proper institution which can address the grievances 

of the public and work for the resolution of a dispute. Hence, the very early bricks of 

administrative tribunals were put together and are energetically thriving in India holding sure 

flaws and strengths. 


